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Bistro La Bon chef brings new market to NoDa

People are trying to figure out how to label one of the newest additions to 
our neighborhood. Is it the latest watering hole? A convenience store? A 
local market? A coffee shop? Yes, The Exchange at 36th is all of those things. 
Styling this location as an upscale bodega, owner Kevin Samuel hopes to 
provide both life’s necessities and a spot for friends to gather for a beverage and bites, whether 
it’s your morning coffee or a nightcap.

The space at the corner of East 36th and North Davidson streets debuted in mid-February, and 
is open daily from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Samuel leveraged expertise from his experience as a former 
executive sous chef at The Pump House in Rock Hill and current executive chef at both Bistro La 
Bons to create a location of his own with a modern industrial vibe, complemented by live greenery 
adorning the bar and market area (the plants are also for sale if you’re looking to flex your green 
thumb!). 

It has the additional allure of using its store shelves to connect with the community. Many of the 

By Jacquelyn Adams

The Exchange at 36th
What: One-stop shop for pantry supplies, 

local products, coffee, drinks, & more
Where: 451 E. 36th Street

When: 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily
products come from small local businesses, like Uncle Hamps’ Carolina 
Bacon, Lenny Boy kombucha, and Queen Charlotte’s Pimento Cheese 
Royale, among others. 

“We’re small and local, and it’s cool to be able to take businesses that 
aren’t brick and mortar and help get their products in front of more people,” Samuel said. 

And just in case The Exchange at 36th isn’t providing enough, Samuel also hinted at plans for an 
expansion in the form of an adjoining restaurant. This could come to fruition by the end of the 
year and would feature internationally-themed cuisine. I don’t know about you but I am drooling 
already.

So with hopes for the future, Samuel has already laid this solid and exciting foundation. He set up 
The Exchange at 36th as a delightful one-stop shop; whether you’re filling out your charcuterie 
board, shopping local, or are just ready to unwind with a drink. Hope to see you there!

photo: Remy Thurston
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NODA'S HISTORIC 1903 Highland Mill Village

By The Lemeres

What a difference a year made.

If you were to stand at the corner of modern-day 
North Davidson and 36th streets at the turn of the 
20th century, you would be surrounded by rolling 

farmland, the remnants of antebellum plantations, and swampland.

Then in early 1903, a group of investors eyed this open land – known 
as the Wadsworth farm – and its proximity to the railroad, deciding 
this would be an ideal spot to build an entire textile district. They 
secured nearly 103 acres and within months, construction was underway 
on North Charlotte’s first mill: Highland Park Manufacturing #3.

With mills come workers. Workers need housing. Therefore, renowned 
architect Stuart Cramer was hired to not only design the new, state-of-
the art mill, but a companion village as well.

The Highland Mill village – the oldest village of North Charlotte’s 
nationally registered Historic District – began with a network of 80 
homes, mainly along a series of five parallel streets: North Davidson 
(then North Caldwell), Yadkin (then North Davidson), Alexander, 
Myers, and McDowell. Other homes appeared on Charles, Mallory 
(then Highland Avenue), and Faison streets.

They were built for former farm families who moved from outlying 
counties, hoping to eke out a living in textiles. It was a hardscrabble 
existence in the early days, with outdoor pumps for running water and 
children as young as eight working beside their parents.
 
The white, side-gable homes featured a centered entry and an “el” in 
back and were built on large lots, giving the village a rural feel.  The large 
backyards offered ample space for gardens, chickens, and cattle. This 
was intentional. As described in the 
book “Like a Family: The Making of 
a Southern Cotton Mill World,” “If 
the work in the mill seemed alien to 
the men and women fresh off the 
farm, at least the village offered the 
comfort of familiar surroundings.”
 
The Charlotte Observer reported 
that the homes, built with no indoor 
plumbing or electricity, were going 
up “a dozen a day.” Interspersed 
were five-room overseers’ homes 
and duplexes. By November 1903, 

Photo c/o: “The Spirit of a Proud People: Pictures 
and Stories of Highland Park Manufacturing 
Mill #3 and the People in the Village of North 

Charlotte” by Mary Lois Moore Yandle

Left map: Stuart Cramer’s original plot for 
Highland Mill Village c/o Library of Congress:

1-13. Highland Mill & Grounds  
14. Commons (proposed) 15. Highland Inn

16. Stores (proposed) 17. School (proposed)
18. Church (proposed) 19. Mill Homes  

the area was unrecognizable. The Observer told the story of a bird 
hunter used to hunting the area each fall who was shocked to discover 
the mill, village, and electric plant taking over what were country fields 

the previous year.

Another strategy of mill developers was to include amenities close 
by in an effort of regulating behavior and discouraging residents 
from leaving the village. In fact, Cramer designed a town-square 
style business district in the heart of the village, between Alexander 
and Yadkin streets. The plan included stores, churches, a hotel, and 
a school. Alas, only the hotel (Highland Inn) came to be, though 
the village’s first makeshift school was in the millhouse at 2906 
N. Davidson Street (now Yadkin). The business district took shape 
on North Davidson (then North Caldwell) instead, and linked the 
Highland and Mecklenburg mill villages.
 
Even though Cramer’s business district concept did not materialize, 
Alexander became a key street in the village. If you stand at the 
corner of Alexander and 32nd streets today, the area south of the 
curve is blocked by a fence. Beyond it is a wooded area leading 
to the creek that is not easily accessible. But if you stood there 
100 years ago, you would be in an open, popular gathering spot 
overlooking the village. There was a stable nearby as well. 

Residents blazed two footpaths from this spot. The right path led 
to Alexander, where the first building on the right was Granny 
Smith’s bathhouse. Continue north and you would encounter 
Shue’s Boarding House (now the Highland Inn) – one of the 
anchors of Cramer’s imagined village square. Shue’s and other 
boarding houses accommodated a different demographic: the 
single mill worker who didn’t need a house and yard.

The left path led to Highland Mill and the business district. Perhaps these 
paths replaced the streets that were planned but never opened. 1929 
Sanborn maps show an unopened extension of 32nd Street to Myers 
Street. There is also an unopened section of Alexander extending to 
Charles Avenue. This explains why there are two houses (one at the 
corner of 32nd and another at Charles Avenue) that seem to face at 
an odd angle away from the street. These early maps show two more 
houses facing this phantom street that no longer exists. It is unclear why 
this street was never built; perhaps it was too difficult to cross the creek. 

Today the mill homes have been remodeled with homeowners’ distinct 
flair and personalities, replacing rows of white, identical houses. 
Pavement and sidewalks replaced the dusty dirt roads and paths. 
Backyard barns have given way to decks and patios. But the framework 
laid out 118 years ago remains.

Viewed from Charles Ave, between Pinkney & Yadkin 
in the 1930s: looking across the creek into Highland 
Mill Village toward the corner of Alexander & 32nd 
Streets.

  photo
location
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Fundraising continues for new arthouse cinema in NoDa
Plans for a new arthouse cinema in 
NoDa are continuing to move for-
ward, and the Charlotte Film Society 
recently revealed the theater’s name: 
The Independent Picture House.

The nonprofit announced its plans for a three-screen the-
ater at 4237 Raleigh Street last summer, as a place for inde-
pendent, classic, and foreign films that will also serve as the 
home of film festivals and a resource for local filmmakers. It 
came after last spring’s closure of Charlotte’s beloved Manor 
Theatre, as well as Regal Ballantyne and other arthouse cin-
emas.

Fundraising for The Independent Picture House is still under 
way. Hundreds of people have contributed to a GoFundMe 
for the project, raising more than $110,000 of the $150,000 
goal so far. To contribute, visit charity.gofundme.com/o/en/
campaign/charlotte-community-cinema. The group is also 
launching a fundraising drive with the help of Foundation for 
the Carolinas, in which it will ask 100 families and organiza-
tions to donate $5,000 or more. That effort has raised more 
than $100,000 so far. 

The film society hopes to open the new theater in the fall. 

By Whitney Stein

Help the Charlotte Film Society build The Independent Picture House! 
Visit: charity.gofundme.com/o/en/campaign/charlotte-community-cinema 

Davidson St.
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NoDa Northside

THE INDEPENDENT
PICTURE HOUSE

& CHARLOTTE ART 
LEAGUE'S NEW HOME 

“I Helped Save Independent Cinema” tshirt for donors

LYNX Light Rail
Cross Charlotte Trail
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Charlotte Art League moving to new space this summer

About Charlotte Art League
Founded in 1965, Charlotte Art League 
has served as an accessible gateway 
to the arts experience for art lovers 
of all ages and backgrounds. CAL 
relies on annual membership dues, 
studio rentals, donations, and grants 
to sustain its activities. Membership 
in CAL is open to emerging artists, 
professional artists, art educators, art 
patrons, and anyone else committed 
to the vital role that the arts play in 
building a strong, vibrant, and diverse 
community. CAL also welcomes 
corporate donors interested in the 
arts and supporting the 50 artist small 
business within the nonprofit.

Charlotte Art League and The Independent Picture House will both 
be located at 4237 Raleigh Street, near the Sugar Creek LYNX station.

In a year filled with dramatic changes, one of Charlotte’s oldest and 
biggest arts nonprofits has announced that it is making a change of 
its own. Charlotte Art League (CAL), which has become known for 
using art to forge social connections as it provides a welcoming home 
for Charlotte creatives, is creating a new home for itself, just down 
the road from its current location. 

In June 2020, CAL’s landlord, Flywheel Group, LLC, asked the 
organization to relocate to a new building. Since then, CAL has 
collaborated to find a suitable space and community partners that 
will contribute to forging an innovative space that embraces all 
forms of performing and visual arts and becomes a true destination. 
They will be sharing the larger space at 4237 Raleigh Street with the 
Charlotte Film Society’s cinema (now called The Independent Picture 
House), OSO Skate Park, Aerial Charlotte, a coworking space, and a 
restaurant/bar. 

In addition to a larger space for CAL, the venue will include an outdoor 
performance space, a dedicated gallery for solo exhibits, and indoor/
outdoor event space for rent. Slated to open June 1, 2021, CAL’s space 
will feature enhanced modular studio spaces and a lighting sculpture 
by Meredith Connelly, who is known for her illuminating work at 
the Whitewater Center. CAL’s impactful programming for veterans, 
Healing Arts events, older adult programs, exhibits, and community 
conversations will continue and expand in the new space.  

To fund its move, CAL is launching Relocation 2021, a capital campaign 
to raise $120,000 for upfit costs like building renovations, studios and 
gallery space, a kitchen, and bathrooms. Corporate sponsorships 
are available for the theater and event space, indoor and outdoor 
performance spaces, gallery hall, lighting installation, and a dog run.  
 
“We are excited by this opportunity to become one of the most 
unique art destinations in Charlotte as we continue to invest our 
artistic energy in the Eastway and NoDa communities where we 
have put down roots,” Executive Director Jim Dukes said. “We want 
to continue to make a difference, and this new venue will allow us 
to have an even larger impact in the arts community and all around 
Charlotte.” 

To learn more about the move or become a sponsor/donor, visit 
charlotteartleague.org/capital-campaign.

By Jim Dukes
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Coming Soon to the 
New NoDa Northside
• Charlotte Art League

• Independent Picture House

• OSO Skate Park

• Aerial Charlotte

• Coworking & Studio TBA

• Restaurant/Bar

4237 
Raleigh 
StreetNoDa Northside

THE INDEPENDENT
PICTURE HOUSE

& CHARLOTTE ART 
LEAGUE'S NEW HOME 

“I Helped Save Independent Cinema” tshirt for donors

Rendering by Odell and Associates



Ryan Sumner 
is the creative 

director of Fenix 
Fotography 

(www.fenixfoto.
com) and 

specializes in 
artful portraiture 

of business and 
cultural leaders, 

corporate 
headshots, and 

other advertising 
images. He can 

photograph 
you and your 
coworkers at 

his portrait 
studio at The 

Colony in NoDa 
and is available 

for location 
work too. His 
fine artwork 
is available 
through his 

gallery at the 
Charlotte Art 

League.
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Meet Capt. Trey Smith, at NoDa’s historic Fire Station no. 7

Captain Trey Smith, a 34-year veteran of the Charlotte Fire Department, is one of the three leading 
company officers at NoDa’s Fire Station No. 7.

Firefighters are organized into companies assigned to the vehicles they work with. Every truck in the 
city, be it an engine, a ladder, or heavy rescue vehicle, is assigned three rotating shifts of firefighters, 
each led by their own company officer, or captain. Stations with more than one vehicle, such as 
Station No. 1 in uptown, are still divided into separate companies. In NoDa, Smith supervises the 
C-Shift, consisting of four other firefighters at our venerable old firehouse. Station No. 7 is one of 43 
others within the city, which are grouped into eight battalions. Battalions are composed of five to six 
stations, with each group commanded by a battalion chief for each shift. Each battalion chief reports 
to a division chief. It sounds complicated, but basically the hierarchy is set up so that at every level, 
each supervisor directly oversees only a small handful of others.

A Charlotte native, Smith’s passions about firefighting took hold early. Growing up in the Sharon Road 
area near a volunteer fire department, he would excitedly run out to see the big red fire trucks every 
time he heard their sirens wail. When he was just 14 years old, Smith joined the Fire and Rescue 
Explorer programs, offshoots of the Boy Scouts of America, which facilitated ride-along and training 
programs for youths interested in first responder services.  Smith recalled, “I knew immediately that 
was the career path I wanted to follow.”

In the mid-1980s, Smith, then a recent high school graduate, got a job in a fire extinguisher shop, 
enrolled in CPCC’s Fire Science program, and began working with the old Carmel Volunteer Fire 
Department in south Charlotte. While his girlfriend at the time encouraged these pursuits, his 
parents vehemently objected, instead wanting Smith to become an architect.

“They said I’d never amount to anything being a firefighter,” he recounted. “Of course, I set out to 
prove them wrong. I wanted to make a difference and it was my passion.”

At CPCC, chance placed Smith with a science lab partner who happened to be the head of human 
resources with the Charlotte Fire Department. Impressed, the veteran administrator encouraged 
young Smith to apply to the CFD. He was hired on his first try at around 20 years old and was 
subsequently assigned to the historic Myers Park Station No. 6, built in 1929.

Other stations, a myriad of experiences, and promotions would follow, but at his core, Smith remains 
a passionate teacher. Wanting to give back to the programs that influenced him so much, he started 
instructing at volunteer departments and became an advisor to the Explorer program, mentoring 
Charlotte teens for about six years. 

“It was rewarding to see some of the kids that came up through the ranks of the Explorer post get 
hired. And some of them went on to become chiefs of departments and battalion chiefs here in the 
city and captains,” Smith said. 

After being assigned to the action-filled Station No. 18 on the city’s west side, Smith began seeking 
various instructor certifications around rescue situations (trench rescue, water rescue, confined 
space extrication, etc.).   

By Ryan Sumner
Fenix Fotography

Eight years in with CFD and after establishing himself as an instructor sought out by various 
departments in Mecklenburg and surrounding counties, Smith decided to take the captain’s 
test in 1991, consisting of written exams, several practicals, and panel interviews. He explained 
that fire captains are a bit like sergeants in the military overseeing a small, tightly knit group of 
people, saying “We’re right there with them when they go into a house fire, directing.” Captain 
assignments are limited in availability and often only open up as older firefighters are promoted 
or retire. So, Smith served as a relief captain, floating between stations for a couple of years, until 
the city gave him his own ladder company at Station No. 1 in Uptown. 

Smith led that crew for 21 years. During that same time, he also raised three sons, participated 
in Boy Scout troop activities for more than two decades, and worked as a raft guide at the 
Whitewater Center. Smith had aspirations to become a battalion chief and so sent himself back 
to school at 40 years old to earn the required four-year degree. He graduated with a 4.0 from 
UMUC with degrees in Fire Science Technology and Public Fire Administration. He passed the 
city’s exams multiple times. But far fewer battalion chiefs were retiring relative to the qualified 
applicants waiting in line. Something needed to give.

Shortly after the protests that followed the death of Keith Lamont Scott, Smith found himself in 
need of a break from uptown and its years of accumulated strains. “We were running 20 to 30 calls 
per day. And it just got to be too stressful. I was going through a divorce. Just being away from the 
family takes a toll on firefighters,” he explained. “There is a lot that we see. Firefighters see people 
on their worst days. They miss out on family events, holidays, birthdays.  Spouses have to carry a lot 
of the burden. Divorce is really a time for reflection. You really learn that the guys at the firehouse are 
your family. We all see each other go through our ups and our downs. Our successes and failures.” 
 
NoDa offers new and different challenges compared to uptown. At Station No. 7, the pace is a bit 
slower – they normally run about 10 to 12 calls per day, often in coordination with other nearby 
one-truck stations to service calls in Optimist Park, Belmont, Hidden Valley, Druid Hills, et al. 
About 85 percent of their call volume is medical related, with far too many citizens using 911 for 
primary medical care purposes. 

Smith cited parking issues and crowded streets as a major safety issue in NoDa. “It’s an old mill 
town and the streets just weren’t designed for fire trucks and double-sided parking,” he said. 
Uber and delivery vehicles blocking roads and access in the neighborhood are also a concern. 
“They say, ‘I’ll only be a minute,’ but in our line of work, a minute can be the difference between 
saving a life or not,” Smith said.

Smith really enjoys his current assignment. “Working at a fire house that’s been here since 1935, 
you feel like you’re part of the community. We have visitors that come by every day that want to 
see the fire truck. They bring their kids by and we get to know them by their first names,” he said. 

The station has an actual working fire pole, and the back breakroom used to be a jail cell. “Every 
time you go up or down those steps, you think about all the guys that came before you, the guys 
from the 1930s that were here,” Smith said. “All three shifts get along. It’s like leaving home and 
going to another home. It’s our family away from family.” 
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FLEX SPACE Starting at $100/Month
PRIVATE OFFICES Starting at $400/Month

Sign Up for a Free Tour to See Our Offices, Suites & Desks
Suites For 3-20 Members | Conference Rooms 
Outdoor Areas | Ample Parking | Bike Storage 

High Speed WiFi | Podcast Studio | Free Coffee & Snacks

CongregateNoDa.com
info@congregatenoda.com | 980.296.1755

3117 Whiting Avenue

A NEW COWORKING SPACE



join your NODA NBA ZOOM MEETING

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/3258803533
Meeting ID: 325 880 3533

 2nd
March

6:30pm

Many members may not know that the NoDa NBA is comprised of both residents and neighbor-
hood business owners. These businesses are an integral – and inspiring! – part of our community 
and constituency. There are currently more than twenty-five members of the NBA Business group.
 
The Business Council aims to foster collaboration and provide value to neighborhood businesses. 
Recently the group started working with premier social media agency Cherry Blossom Marketing 
to increase social media engagement and promote local establishments. The Council’s hope is that 
this focused social activity is a benefit to all, and an asset to members who might want to increase 
their social presence.
 
The Council is also notably philanthropic and community-minded, voting as a group to devote funds 
to neighborhood art projects and public spaces. It holds monthly meetings (virtually, currently), and 
welcomes all neighborhood businesses to join and make their voice heard. We encourage you to 
participate and strengthen the NoDa business community!


